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Teachers’ Guide
These reproducible charts are designed to help students prepare for both the multiple choice and
essay portions of the American History Advanced Placement Test. The charts may also be used
as enrichment exercises to complement sections of the curriculum. Duplicate the chart and
assign them as either review or enrichment purposes. Students should follow the directions on
each individual assignment.
Chart One – Architects – discussing the style of major architects in America and naming their
respective major works.
Chart Two – Artists – describing the style of important artists in America and noting major
works.
Chart Three – Afro-Americans – describing the major contributions of various influential AfroAmericans and explaining the impact they had on U.S. history.
Chart Four – Women – understanding the contributions of various outstanding women in
America and discussing their impact on U.S. history.
Chart Five – Authors – noting major works of American authors and describing their style, also
explaining the impact each author made on U.S. history.
Chart Six – Native Americans – identifying the time period and tribe of various Native
Americans and describing their contributions and the impact they had on U.S. history.
Chart Seven – Religious Leaders – defining the major beliefs of notorious religious leaders and
describing their short- and long-term impact on U.S. history.
Chart Eight – Muckrakers – describing the impact of infamous muckrakers on U.S. history
Chart Nine – Scandals in American Government – identifying key roles in major scandals in
American government, providing a summary of the scandal and discussing their impact on U.S.
history.
Chart Ten – African-American Struggle – identifying and describing major legislation,
amendments, and Supreme Court cases that influenced the African-American fight for equality
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Chart One

Architects
Directions: Complete the chart below by describing the style of each architect and listing his/her
major works.
Name
Charles Bulfinch

Description of Style

Major Works

Pierre Charles
L’Enfant

James Gibbs

Stephen Hallett
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